
Robyn Hughes

Mobile: 0414 830 991

Covering all aspects of Photography
Weddings and Events

Commercial Photography
Website and Social Media

360 Degree Virtual Tours
Drone Photography

WWW.SMARTTIMER.COM

3 Salamone Dr
Kuranda QLD 4881

Phone: 0414 830 991
sales@smarttimer.com

$187 incl GST
Large properties cost an extra 
$66 incl GST per 30 minutes 
on-site.

$132 incl GST

$165 incl GST
Large properties cost an extra 
$82.50 incl GST per 30 minutes 
on-site for drone work.

$220 incl GST

$220 incl GST

Drone work may not be possible or restricted due to airspace limits, weather, or natural objects that may limit drone �ying such as trees and power lines on the site.
All images supplied on a hand delivered USB stick within 2 business days of the shoot where possible and includes high and low resolution images.

Video presentations will take up to 5 business days for completion and delivery.

Travel and waiting time  may be charged at our discretion at $66/hour incl GST. 

$262 incl GST
Large properties cost an extra 
$82.50 incl GST per 30 minutes 
on-site for drone work.

Real Estate and Property Photographic Price List
Still Photography

Video

Standard Real Estate Photography (Inside and Outside)
Still photography costs are based on 45 minutes to 1 hour on-site for standard sized properties.
This includes multiple images of each room with both wide-angle and standard lenses.
For example, a 3 bedroom house includes wide-angle and standard shots of all interior rooms, front 
and rear of house, side passages, carports, garages, and sheds. When appropriate, di�erent angles are 
utilised to capture all aspects of rooms and features.
While typically this kind of package delivers about 10 photographs, we aim to provide you with about 
20 or more photographs.

Twilight / Evening Additional Shooting
Additional photographs can be shot at dusk. These highlight house and garden lighting for better 
dramatic images.
These are primarily of the house itself, and include views from the house onto appropriately lit 
outdoor entertaining areas.

Aerial / Drone Based Photography
Drone photography provides a unique highlight for any property.  
This is ideal for large parcels of land, and for capturing that unique view of the house and surrounding 
areas.

360 Degree Virtual Tour (Video Format)
A 360 degree virtual tour is presented in a video format for uploading to social media/YouTube. 
We supply the individual 360 degree photos for you to use on social media platforms. (YouTube and 
Facebook support 360 degree images and video.)

Video Walk-through Presentation
A traditional video walk-through presentation highlighting the property with a series of stills, video 
captures and walk-throughs. We use a gimbal rig to improve video stabilisation.

Platforms like realestate.com.au may only allow video through an embedded YouTube video, and limit the videos uploadable to their site.
You will need to consult the documentation of your hosting provider for support for 360 stills and video presentations.

If you want your own overlays / graphics added to any video, you will need to supply them on USB Stick on the day of any video shoot, or beforehand.
Royalty / licence free music can be added to any video upon request.

Drone / Aerial Based Video
Perfect for large parcels of land, and for capturing that unique view of the house and surrounding area.
Cost is based on 30 minutes of drone operation and normally provides 3-8 minutes of drone based 
video including e�ect shots. 
The video highlights areas such as walking paths, approaches, grounds and buildings.
E�ect based shots include �y-arounds and pull-aways which start at the house and then zoom out to 
reveal the wider property. 
Boost the impact of your standard video presentation by adding aerial video.

To view a 360 degree virtual tour visit www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbOVqxMLJSA



Real Estate and Property Photographic Services

$187
Large properties will cost an extra $66 per 30 minutes on-site 

charged at the discretion Smartware/R&R Photography

+ $132 

From $165 

Combination packages receive a 10% discount.
All prices include GST

Standard House/Real Estate Photography (Inside and Outside) Twilight / Evening Additional Shooting

Aerial / Drone based photography

From $262 Aerial / Drone based video

$220 360 degree Virtual Tour (video format)
Video walkthrough presentation
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